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nounced as the recovery in other lands. The individual German
had no more a feeling of confidence at the end of 1932 than he
had in the middle of 1931; in that he differed radically from the
average Frenchman and the average Englishman. It was no use
blaming other nations., Britain's retreat from gold and acceptance
of tariffs, or America's shortage of money; other nations equally
exposed to the results of both had yet made progress up from
disaster. More, the presidial system under Papen had deliberately
placed the effort at recovery on a class basis* Although experts
argued vigorously on the sacrifice of agriculture to exports and
vice versa., the "big interests" almost unanimously welcomed
Papen's schemes in principle,, while the aristocracy welcomed in
practice his practically unlimited subsidization of the landlords;
they recognized that they were an attempt to shift a larger part
of the burden on to the shoulders of a privileged working class
whose privileges had already become meaningless as a result of
unemployment.
On both grounds there was plenty of opportunity for sharp
criticism., for an appeal to class interest on the one hand and the
spirit of democratic pacifism on the other. When the Socialists
said that the policy of the government was a menace alike to peace
and to the position of the working class they were perfectly right
but perfectly futile., for the majority of the nation cared not one
whit either for peace or for the rights of the working class. Along
those lines agitation, be it backed ever so strongly by the trade-
unions, would not gain a single vote. Unless the agitation could
be shifted on to another plane, it would be unavailing.
It was the impossibility for the Socialists to shift it on to
another plane that should have made them see the approach of
the revolutionary situation. Although the cause of democratic
liberty in the abstract left the bulk of the nation cold, the cause
of liberty did not For the moment liberty meant the defeat of
Papenism. Now against that system, leaving the Centrists out of
it, there were three parties and one movement; whichever party
headed revolt—put revolt on its banners and advanced those
banners—would rally the movement, that latent revolutionism to
which allusion has so often been made. Hitler was resolutely

